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LARA-MURPHY REPORT: How did you discover Austrian economics?

BEN POWELL: Kind of by accident. I was an undergraduate attending a 
conference where I was given a copy of Milton Friedman’s Capitalism and 
Freedom. I thought it was pretty good and I found out Hayek had been his 
colleague and had similar views so I read Road to Serfdom. Then I found out 
that Mises was Hayek’s teacher so I started reading some Mises and then 
Rothbard. I did not have any undergraduate professor who was interested 
in Austrian economics, so the discovery was initially all through reading. 
Then I found out about the Mises Institute and attended a summer semi-
nar and that’s where I first encountered professors working in the Austrian 
tradition. By the time the week was over I knew I wanted to become a 
professor and work with Austrian ideas. I’ve never looked back. (Side note, 
I think I met Murphy at my second summer conference!)

LMR: One of your primary research areas is the economics of immigration. 
There are different arguments for placing limits on foreigners wanting to 
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Benjamin Powell is the Director of the Free Market Institute at Texas 
Tech University and a Professor in the Rawls College of Business. He 
is the North American Editor of the Review of Austrian Economics, past 
President of the Association of Private Enterprise Education, and a senior 
fellow with the Independent Institute. He earned his B.S. in economics 
and finance from the University of Massachusetts at Lowell, and his M.A. 
and Ph.D. in economics from George Mason University.

Professor Powell is the author of Out of Poverty: Sweatshops in the 
Global Economy (Cambridge University Press: 2014), Co-Author of 
Socialism Sucks: Two Economists Drink Their Way Through the Unfree 
World (Regnery: 2019), and editor or co-editor of five other books.  He is 
author of more than 75 scholarly articles and policy studies. Dr. Powell’s 
research findings have been reported in hundreds of popular press 
outlets including the Wall Street Journal and the New York Times. He also 
writes frequently for the popular press. His popular writing has appeared 
in the Investor’s Business Daily, the Financial Times (London), the 
Christian Science Monitor, and many regional outlets.
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Editors’ Note: Powell was first interviewed in the LMR on December 2014. We have 
reproduced his answer to our first question below, but his other answers are new to this issue.
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enter the U.S., but let’s focus specifically on the idea that “they’ll take our 
jobs” or “they’ll push down wages for American citizens.” What does the 
research say?

BP: Many economists disagree on what they think the best type of im-
migration policy is. But their disagreements are based on reasons that are 
much different from those found in public discourse on the topic. They 
“steal” our jobs is probably the most widely held popular belief about im-
migrants that is completely at odds with economic research on the topic. 
It’s a classic case of Bastiat’s seen and unseen. It is very easy to see when an 
immigrant displaces a native-born worker. But what goes largely unseen is 
how that American labor gets reemployed and how immigrants’ demands 
for goods and services also create jobs.

The Truth About Socialism

“Many economists disagree on what 
they think the best type of immigration 

policy is. But their disagreements 
are based on reasons that are much 
different from those found in public 

discourse on the topic.”

The U.S. economy has roughly tripled the size of its civilian labor force 
since the 1950s and it has also roughly tripled the number of jobs. We have 
a near limitless desire for goods and services and when we add more work-
ers we create more jobs. That’s true when Baby Boomers entered the labor 
market and its true when immigrants do the same.  

There is a more vigorous debate among economists on how immigrants 
impact the wages of the native born but this debate too is at odds with 
popular beliefs. Economists don’t find any overall reduction in the wages 
of U.S. workers caused by increased immigration. One reason is because 
immigrants, including and perhaps especially, low-skilled immigrants, tend 
to have different skill sets and opportunity costs than the native born. That 
means, for most of us, immigrants complement our labor and make us 
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more productive rather than substitute for us and push our wages down.

When economists look at native-born workers without a high school di-
ploma, and how their wages are impacted by low skilled immigrants, that’s 
where economists have a debate. Economists debate whether there is no 
effect on these low-skilled native-born workers or up to about a negative 
8 percent effect on their wages, and how temporary the effect is before 
their wages recover. This is a far cry from beliefs held by the public. In my 
mind, regardless of whose estimates are correct on this particular point, it 
does little to nothing to impact my views on what a desirable immigration 
policy would look like.  

The Truth About Socialism

“Scandinavian countries are 
NOT socialist. They do have 

big welfare states but they are 
otherwise mostly capitalist.”

LMR: You and co-author Bob Lawson have a new book coming out on so-
cialism. What are some of the key takeaways?

BP: Well, a main one that won’t be a surprise to your readers is right in the 
title: Socialism Sucks! But unfortunately, that lesson needs more elabora-
tion because of the large number of people who are positively identify-
ing with socialism today. So, another lesson is that Scandinavian countries 
are NOT socialist. They do have big welfare states but they are otherwise 
mostly capitalist. And that’s why they’re nice places. We traveled there and 
also to the actually socialist countries left on this planet and some former 
socialist countries that are transitioning to capitalism. And we mostly had 
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a good time doing it. Hence, the subtitle, “Two Economists Drink Their 
Way Through the Unfree World” though even with beers, being relatively 
wealthy, and only visiting for a little while, some of these places still suck 
even to visit. The publisher describes the book as “The bastard step-child 
of Milton Friedman and Anthony Bourdain, Socialism Sucks is a bar-crawl 
through former, current, and wannabe socialist countries around the world.” 
We cover the economics and history of these places but in a fun and off-
color style.

I’ll mention two other things. We end the book “Back in the USSA” by 
attending the largest socialist conference in America. We tried to figure 
out, given the history of socialism and what we had seen in our travels, how 
in the world young people were favorably identifying with socialism today. 

The Truth About Socialism

“Yet others did intend to abolish private 
property, but wanted their socialism 
to be ‘democratic’ or ‘socialism from 

below.’”

We found that many just identified with a wide range of leftist political 
causes and mistakenly believed that socialism was the solution without 
fully meaning to abolish private property in the means of production. 

Yet others did intend to abolish private property, but wanted their social-
ism to be “democratic” or “socialism from below.” Many then claim that no 
actual socialist country is “their version” of socialism. But there is a reason 
“socialism from below” doesn’t happen. When markets in the means of 
production are abolished, a central plan is needed to coordinate economic 
activity. That centralized power, confronted by the necessary economic stag-
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nation and failure, leads to totalitarian oppression. Remember, not too long 
ago Venezuela was “democratic socialism.” Now it is merely authoritarian 
socialism. Hayek spelled out the necessary link between socialism and to-
talitarianism more than a half century ago in the Road To Serfdom. Today’s 
socialist would benefit from reading it. Speaking of benefiting from read-
ing…. Did I mention that Socialism Sucks! is available for pre-sale now and 
will be released soon:  https://www.regnery.com/books/socialism-sucks/ 

LMR: When we last interviewed you, you were still relatively new in your 
role at Texas Tech as Director of the Free Market Institute. Now that three 
years have passed, what can you tell us about the FMI’s development?

BP: FMI has grown into one of the largest free market-oriented institutes 
at a major research university in the United States. We have roughly twenty 
faculty, staff, and Ph.D. students working with us. We’re graduating Ph.D. 
students who are becoming professors, publishing books and scores of re-
search articles, and educating the general public on the benefits of free 
markets. It’s been great to have you (Murphy) here these last few years too! 
People can find out more about FMI at www.fmi.ttu.edu 
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Note: The economists and financial professionals interviewed in the LMR are given the 
freedom to express their views, without necessarily implying endorsement from the editors.

“FMI has grown into one 
of the largest free market-

oriented institutes at a major 
research university in the 

United States.”

https://www.regnery.com/books/socialism-sucks/
http://www.fmi.ttu.edu
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If you don’t like giving large sums of money to banks and mortgage companies to 
finance your cars, homes, boats, capital expenditures for business needs or any thing 
else you need to finance, then you are going to really like this alternative.  The rebirth 
of PRIVATIZED BANKING is underway.  You can take advantage of the years of 

experience that these three authors in these two books are offering you. 

Go to LARA-MURPHY.COM to find these and other fine books.
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